WORKBOOK

CompTIA
Channel Standard:
IT Solution Provider

This Standard is designed to provide any IT Solution Provider
with information and guidance on intelligent business
practices fundamental to operate as an IT Solution Provider,
provide quality service and value to clients, and be an
attractive career option for IT professionals. Implementing
the suggested business practices does not guarantee
success. But this Standard does represent the input of
numerous experts over countless hours of experience
and meeting with IT businesses to learn about them.
Only with honest self-reflection can a business evaluate itself against this checklist.
Through that process you can embrace incremental improvements, focus on establishing
and meeting the expectations of clients, and create a professional environment.
The CompTIA Channel Standard for IT Solution Providers provides intelligent business
practices for the core operational, management, and delivery functions of an IT
Solution Provider. Those functions have been categorized as follows:
• Business Generation
• Delivery & Operations
• Customer Relations
• Business Management
• Business Direction
By considering the questions posed and recommendations within these categories, you
can establish a level of compliance and utilize the Standard to its best potential.

HOW TO USE THIS WORKBOOK:
This Workbook has been created to provide a guide through a self-evaluation of an
IT Solution Provider organization. It contains these elements to assist:
•

Intelligent business practices – the behavior, activity, process, or expectation to
be met. These are phrased as positive statements and can be used to describe
your business to customers, partners or other interested parties.

•

Explanation and clarification – additional information that expands the
business practice and identifies the intent of the practice.

•

Questions to consider – a representative list of questions that should be posed to a management
team about the practice. These may inspire other questions specifically related to the business as
well. Use these questions to guide management conversation related to the self-evaluation.

•

Recommended practices – a description of what a 3rd party might be looking for if they
were to examine the business. These can be used to help identify where improvement
opportunities may lie or where a unique differentiator of the business may be hidden.
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Category 1

Business Generation
This category focuses on the way in which you generate business.
The process from defining a market focus to closing a contract and
handing it over to the business to implement (Delivery & Operations).
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PROPOSAL – Provide the client with a clear understanding of the proposal.
Producing a proposal detailing exactly what the business intends to install for the client. This is done by
using the results from the plan and by taking into account budget, timing, milestones and client expectations.
Proposals should explicitly state the solution being offered, how much it will cost, how long it will take to
install, the resources planned, the Supplier’s milestones, the client’s milestones and the sign-off process.
Questions to consider internally:
How do you draw the outcomes of the site visit and the design into the proposal?
How do you build costs, e.g. your estimating process, into the proposal?
What do you do within the proposal to reflect your understanding of the client’s requirements?
How do you spell out your proposed solution?
What do you include on such issues as resilience, availability, and future-proofing?
What do you include on such issues as access (to the property
or systems), work hours, timescales and warranties?
What do you say about responsibilities, handover and acceptance?
Recommendations:
Minimally, proposals should state cost, products, outcome or installation, timing.
Ideally, proposals take into account budget, timing, milestones, expectations of the customer, and
details exactly what the business plans to install for the customer. A proposal should explicitly
state the solution being offered, how much it will cost, how long it will take to install, the resources
planned, the supplier’s milestones, the customer’s milestones and the sign-off process. Additional
information could include background information on technology being proposed, clearly
stated cost and timescales, terms and conditions, and proposed payment schedules.
Don’t forget to take notes!
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CONTRACT – Ensure there is an agreed scope of work to meet the
client’s objectives specified within the contract.
Formulate contracts that can be clearly understood by the Customer from the proposal and
subsequent discussions. Contracts should state: objectives, material supplies broken down
by type of material, labor costs, timescales, test and acceptance procedures, and warranties
to be provided. The contract should also state terms and conditions of business.
Questions to consider internally:
How do you link the proposal and contract?
What do you cover in terms of timescales, consequential loss, and payment?
How have you positioned handover and acceptance?
Recommendations:
Contracts should minimally consist of the Proposal and signature. Ideally, contracts
reflect the ideal Proposal and includes terms and conditions and handover acceptance.
It is also highly recommended that all contracts be reviewed by legal counsel.
Don’t forget to take notes!
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MARKETING – Accurate business targeting so current and/or potential
clients are aware of how the business can meet their needs.
Be aware of market risks and ensure the business has the capacity to deliver to target
markets. Maintain legal, decent and honest marketing materials, which show an
understanding of Customer requirements and how they are addressed.
Questions to consider internally:
How do you target the different segments in which you operate?
What marketing activities do you undertake?
What do you do to develop leads among your prospect base?
How do you monitor lead generation?
What do you do to get prospects to come to you?
Recommendations:
Identify target markets and potential customers, keep a database of customers and
potential customers which can be maintained and shared. Comprehensive understanding
of the requirements of market segmentation and lead generation.
Don’t forget to take notes!
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SALES – Close business with specific clients to achieve the goals of the business plan.
Maintain ordering mechanisms so Customers who come through the sales pipeline
can deal effectively with the business to have their needs satisfied.
Questions to consider internally:
What is your repeat business to new business ratio? (In your plan? Reality?)
How much of your sales comes from non-sales staff?
How do you recruit your sales people?
Do you use telephone and/or face-to-face selling?
How accurate is your forecasting?
Do you segment your revenue plan into different streams?
Do you analyze why you lose business?
Do you produce a Loss Analysis Report?
Recommendations:
Must have a paper trail showing order acceptance through to processing. Allocate a specific job number
that can be used as a project reference to keep all project details in one central place. Effective sales
forecasting and sales cycle in place integrated into CRM. Maintain defined procedures for closing
business through receipt of order to processing. Carry out credit checks where appropriate for new
business. Have a form to complete to gather bank references, turnover, trade references etc.
Don’t forget to take notes!
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REQUIREMENTS GATHERING AND SPECIFICATION – Internal and
external quality requirements are accurately defined and met.
Functional and non-functional requirements are specified and any safety-critical requirements receive
appropriate attention. Fewer emergent requirements and ‘Scope creep’ is avoided. Requirements are reviewed for
Under-specification; Over-specification; Completeness and validity; Sensitivity to the customer’s business model.
Questions to consider internally:
Who does your requirements gathering?
How do you know they are doing a comprehensive analysis?
What happens when you propose one solution but the Customer insists on another?
How do you plan for future developments?
How is the requirements gathering validated by the Customer?
Recommendations:
Well-structured proposals and evidence of customer satisfaction. Evidence customer needs are challenged. Talk
to customers on a regular basis. Look at system requirements be proactive about giving advice. Identify business
frustrations that can be fixed by technology. Look at granular detail in order to identify what a customer needs.
Don’t forget to take notes!
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CUSTOMER ANALYSIS –Develop a clear understanding of the immediate and
strategic business needs of the Customer as well as any budgetary constraints.
Specifically discuss with the Customer their current and intended use of the required application software in
conjunction with their Business plans. This helps build a clear understanding of the immediate and strategic
business needs of the Customer as well as any budgetary constraints. Do this in conjunction with their Business
plans; Needs for IM (data recording, reporting, process automation); Overall use of software; Budget constraints.
Questions to consider internally:
What process do you have in place for analysing Customer requirements?
How do you engage with potential or new Customers 		
regarding their business and information strategy?
What consideration is given to their return on investment?
How do you document proposals and recommendations?
How do you prepare for demonstrations?
Recommendations:
A structured customer analysis process is consistently applied for all projects. Pair the discussions
described above with tours of the Customer’s premises and meetings with employees and users to help
embed change management from the start. Provide a report to the Customer on their business process
and information management objectives and outcomes, together with guidance on how to evaluate
options to achieve them via application software and systems integration. Store the reports in a document
management or CRM system. Base all demonstrations on the fact-finding from these discussions.
Don’t forget to take notes!
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Category 2

Delivery & Operations
This category is most critical to meeting your clients’ expectations and
is therefore the largest. Its focus is on how you plan, delivery, and check
the projects you undertake. Only by delivering what the client asked
for, and what you promised, can you have a truly satisfied customer.
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RESOURCE MANAGEMENT – Work is not undertaken that would exceed
the capacity of the business to deliver the client’s needs.
Skilled and competent staff are deployed and equipped to deliver the IT solutions that clients expect.
These may be people employed directly, business partners, temporary or contract staff.
Questions to consider internally:
How do you record the capabilities of your staff?
How do you ensure those records are kept up-to-date?
When you take on a new contract, how do you assess your capability to deliver?
What do you do when you realize that you do not have the capability to deliver?
Recommendations:
Track capacities and skills to help assign resources in the future. Be able to demonstrate an understanding
of staff skills and availability for particular projects. If requested, be able to show evidence of a clearly
defined resource management and allocation strategy that is being followed up effectively.
Don’t forget to take notes!
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RISK MONITORING – Acceptable levels of risk are defined and kept within agreed limits.
Descriptions in the business plan or records that rank risks categorically, numerically, or in some
form of prioritization. Risks are not only recognized, but something is being done about them.
Questions to consider internally:
Who is responsible for risk management?
What skills do they have to do the job?
How do they go about this task?
How do you assess risk?
What do you do to review the risks you have assessed?
Recommendations:
Adopt a “common sense” scale (1-3, 1-5, Low-Med-High, Green-Yellow/Amber-Red, etc.) to help categorize identified
risks. Be able to provide evidence if requested that risk analysis is being done and customer satisfaction is
being achieved. Risks identified in project specification clearly defines limit and scope of the mitigation.
Risk Monitoring is an opportunity for continual improvement. A demonstrable recording
of all key risks and suitable mitigation plans regularly reviewed by appropriate staff and
executive management. Progressive risk reduction will be shown over time.
Don’t forget to take notes!
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QUALITY – Internal quality requirements are defined and met.
Countering any lack of IT understanding on the part of the client with the expertise in
questioning on the part of the Supplier. The fewer emergent requirements, the better.
Questions to consider internally:
What is your approach to quality management?
Who is responsible for it?
How do they exercise that responsibility?
What level of accountability and governance is there within the system?
Recommendations:
Project supervision to ensure that quality standards are defined and met. In other words, assign a
responsibility for quality assurance. Identify and communicate standards that you expect your staff
to adhere to including technical expectations and personal expectations of behavior and culture.
Those involved understand what is required of them in terms of quality and installation.
A quality management system that is defined and audited is the ultimate goal.
This system is repeatable, consistent, managed, and audited.
Don’t forget to take notes!
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SITE DOCUMENTATION - There is enough clear and understandable
documentation to use and maintain the IT solution.
Using any combination of traceable paper or electronic documentation.
Questions to consider internally:
How do you develop and maintain your site documentation for a project?
How does it vary between large and small projects?
Do you have evidence to show clients are satisfied with the site documentation you provide?
Recommendations:
Hold documentation of products sold, their configuration and implementation, passwords.
Retain that information. Basic documentation should align with original the solution proposal.
Maintenance manual with all aspects of the installation detail should be available.
Other site documentation recommendations include detailed plans, drawings, specifications,
etc., are available when required and stored in a manner that is safe, secure, and retrievable.
Document retention is an integral part of workflow in an ideal image of this best practice.
Don’t forget to take notes!
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CONTROL NON-CONFORMING IT SOLUTIONS TO ENSURE FAULTY ITEMS ARE
CONTROLLED – Solutions and components that do not work as they should are not deployed.
Ensure IT solutions that do not meet the Customer’s requirements are not released to the
Customer without documented, mutual agreement to allow this. Remember to re-test whatever
is repaired and deal with the knock-on impacts that the solutions may have had elsewhere.
Questions to consider internally:
What happens when you have identified a faulty item?
What do you do to ensure that those responsible for the fault are aware of the issue?
What do you do to ensure it does not happen again?
Recommendations:
Carry out product testing at the point of installation. Test for DOA on receipt of goods. Recommend customers
take on extended warranties. Work with suppliers on a partnership basis to pre-empt the need for measuring
non-conformance. Be able to produce evidence with metrics that service conforms to SLA. Produce reports
for customers when required. 24/7 monitoring of systems in operation. Template SLA used. Only buy tools and
products from quality suppliers. Have regular meetings with suppliers to keep up to date on technology.
Don’t forget to take notes!
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AUDITABILITY – There is evidence of the correct work being carried out, on time and within budget.
Create useful records as a by-product of work done, not just formulated for audits.
Questions to consider internally:
What information do you keep to demonstrate timely execution of work?
What information do you keep to demonstrate cost control within your review process?
Recommendations:
Minimally, record the basic details of work completed and some measurement of Time and Costs.
If requested, evidence that achievements against plans have been analyzed & reviewed. Maintain
a history of order processing, job management, Customer sign-off, and evidence of Customer
satisfaction. Confidence in work force to understand work parameters and report any deviations.
For continual improvement, utilize well-structured proposals and evidence of customer
satisfaction. Implement an internal audit process for review and improvement opportunities.
Evidence of active measurement, review of order processing, and order management system.
Completed job sheets can be reviewed against job requirements to evaluate success.
Don’t forget to take notes!
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ACCEPTANCE PROCEDURE – To validate the client’s acceptance of the solution.
Plan acceptance well in advance, based on an agreement with the Customer as to what constitutes
acceptance to make it clear when a job (or part of a job) is finished satisfactorily.
Questions to consider internally:
What is your standard acceptance procedure?
How do you ensure that the client understands that 		
responsibility for the installation has been handed over?
What happens if the client delays acceptance?
How does acceptance link to invoice production?
How does acceptance link to other parts of the business (Support
to Maintenance or Sales to Relationship Management)?
Recommendations:
Maintain evidence that the customer has signed-off that the solution meets the original (or amended)
requirements. Signed documentary evidence of customer acceptance of installation. By including the acceptance
procedure from the Proposal stage forward, fewer surprises or pushback on acceptance will occur. Creating
mechanisms to pass notice of acceptance to other parts of the business is a good way to communicate internally.
Don’t forget to take notes!
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BUSINESS CASE – Document and, if asked, demonstrate the steps you would
take to develop a business case for the solution you are proposing.
A successful project must be planned around the intended outcomes as documented in the Customer’s business
case. This means engaging with your Customer to understand their business drivers, aims and objectives.
Questions to consider internally:
What process do you have for drawing up a business case?
What is the scope of the business case?
How is this documented?
How are options provided to the Customer?
Recommendations:
Work with their prospects and customers to draw up a structured business case for the solution. Benefits,
options and costs should be provided. Start with a high level plan for achieving the desired outcomes, with key
milestones, major dependencies and risks. Following such a process will demonstrate you understand your
Customer’s business drivers and agree with the Customer on how the application software can support them.
Don’t forget to take notes!
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MANAGEMENT OF CHANGE – Show how you assist the Customer in making sure that
the new software and processes are successfully adopted within their business.
A solutions project is likely to involve change in terms of both process and culture. Change needs
to be properly managed to ensure that your solution is adopted and successful. Support the
Customer to ensure the adoption of the solution and supporting business processes.
Questions to consider internally:
What is your approach/methodology for the management of change?
What governance and reporting arrangements do you seek to have in place for a project?
What training needs analysis takes place?
What communication processes are put in place?
How are project issues and risks logged and tracked?
Recommendations:
Have an approach for managing change. Ensure that leadership is part of the project process.
There should be a reporting process and Customer champion/sponsor or similar, identified.
Provide a training needs assessment related to the new technology solution. Support and
maintain services in place from outset. For further improvement, identify and support a
communications strategy that addresses the deployment and adoption of the solution.
Don’t forget to take notes!
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SYSTEM AND DATA MIGRATION – Be able to demonstrate how you
manage the process of migrating existing systems and data.
Often within the deployment of a new software solution there is the need to migrate existing
data. Ensuring this happens with minimal impact and risk means thorough planning and
having a robust methodology. You want the Customer to have confidence that any existing
system and data can be migrated without loss of service or data/information.
Questions to consider internally:
How do you assess the requirement and case for data migration?
What track record do you have?
What methodology do you have in place?
How far can conversion/migration be automated?
How do you work with key third party vendors regarding data migration?
How is business continuity accommodated?
How is old data handled?
Recommendations:
Assess the requirement and case for data migration. Have a robust methodology and defined process
for system and data conversion, without loss of productivity and with security considerations
applied. Where possible, provide/leverage automated routines for migration. Offer to archive old
data. Be able to demonstrate a track record. Maintain record keeping by implementing a highly
structured process that embeds backup, testing, requirements traceability and user acceptance.
Don’t forget to take notes!
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SYSTEMS INTEGRATION – Demonstrate how you manage a systems integration process.
Customers will often have needs to share/consolidate their data, requiring systems
integration. If delivering this service and solution, you will need to demonstrate that you
have suitable experience and skills. This demonstration will assure the Customer that you
can deliver the integration of the application software with other systems in place.
Questions to consider internally:
What track record do you have?
How do you assess the case, requirement, and method for systems integration?
What methodology do you have in place?
What toolsets do you utilize?
How do you work with key third party vendors regarding systems integration?
How do you use research to remain up-to-date with latest
methods and technologies for systems integration?
Recommendations:
Validate the reasons integration is required to ensure that Customers are actually implementing the
correct product/version/module. You should be skilled in the use of any API or other toolset of the
application software you deploy, sell or support. Be familiar with modern methods and industry-standard
enabling technologies for systems integration. Have an approach and process for systems integration.
Be able to demonstrate a track record. A highly defined process for the complete lifecycle of a systems
integration project will help to establish this track record. Make the consideration and execution
of data import, export and sharing a regular occurrence, embedded in every project process.
Don’t forget to take notes!
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DOCUMENTATION – The Customer has the correct documentation for their software solution.
Your Customers should have clear and comprehensive documentation to enable them to understand their
use of the software systems supplied. They should also have full documentation relating to their contractual
relationship with you and the projects you undertake; this supports engagement and accountability.
Questions to consider internally:
What documentation is typically provided to your Customers?
How is documentation provided to your Customers?
What documentation do you maintain on your Customers’ behalf?
To what extent is single source information shared by your engineers and your Customers?
How do you store and keep documentation?
What revision controls do you have for documentation?
Recommendations:
Provide the Customer with a copy of the SLA/contract and specifications. User guides are provided and
supplied to the Customer, for different types of user and systems administrator as required, including all
documentation provided by any 3rd party software author. Software installation media and license keys
are retained by the business or Customer. Similarly copies of all warranties. Backups are documented.
Policy and procedural documentation for the IT processes that the Customer needs to implement and
follow is provided. Any training is documented. The business ensures that single source information
is used by both its staff and the Customer. This documentation must be kept securely in a shared
system that is backed up. Utilize a document management system to maintain version control.
Don’t forget to take notes!
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PROJECT MANAGEMENT – Ensure that the project is delivered
accurately and within agreed budget and timescales.
Assign a Project Manager (PM) to oversee the success of the project and hand the
project documentation to that person. This person can then act as a conduit for
any decisions that need to be made as the installation progresses.
Questions to consider internally:
How do you plan and deliver your projects?
Who is responsible for planning and execution?
How do you start a project after the contract is signed?
What are the typical stage reviews that you carry out?
What happens when a critical project starts missing its deadlines?
How effective are you at contingency planning?
Can you show examples of situations in which contingency planning has been of benefit?
Recommendations:
The PM appointed should be empowered to make key decisions with respect to the project to avoid
delay and this person should also keep track of progress and report this along with any changes to the
original accepted proposal to the Customer’s project sponsors. Remember that the PM role is ongoing
throughout the project and the role includes monitoring all changes to the plan. Make use of accepted
project methodologies such as PMI, PRINCE2 or using tools such as Microsoft Project. Be able to provide
evidence that projects are effectively managed and translated into job sheets that reflect the plan.
Don’t forget to take notes!
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UNDERSTAND COMPETENCIES – Records are kept of staff development needs.
Records including details of: On the job experience; Mentoring/apprenticeship;
Formal training/qualification; Permanent/temporary recruitment.
Questions to consider internally:
How do you plan your requirements for technical skills?
Does the business have a culture in which skills development is prioritized?
Are technical sills graded in terms of competencies?
Recommendations:
Define competencies for all staff. Review key competencies against current business requirements to
ensure that projects are completed effectively. Review competencies within the business against current
and future business requirements and have systems in place to bridge any knowledge or capability gaps.
Don’t forget to take notes!
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INTEGRITY - Sufficient means are in place to assure that IT solutions are delivered without interference.
Have security safeguards to ensure that only those with the appropriate
authority and skills deliver the component parts of the IT solutions.
Questions to consider internally:
How do you minimize complications?
What happens when complications occur?
How do you communicate integrity issues to the Customer?
Recommendations:
Be able to demonstrate a good level of integrity within your business. Culture and mission statement
are to meet customer expectations. Well documented and implemented system that clearly
identifies, measures and monitors achievements against requirements is one way to demonstrate
that integrity. Have means to identify, analyze, and report all compliant and non-compliant areas.
For further improvement, maintain evidence of strong & well-illustrated ethos across the business
of ‘delivering’ on promises paired with evidence of pride in the achievements of that delivery.
Don’t forget to take notes!
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DELIVERY ACROSS THE BUSINESS – Ensure that the Customer gets what they expect.
Have a supply process appropriate for the type of IT solution being delivered
and for the Customer’s approach to acquisition/purchase.
Questions to consider internally:
How do you assess the overall business contribution to customer satisfaction?
What do you do to ensure that the customer relationship is not simply a one-off project experience?
Recommendations:
Order equipment in line with the agreed proposal and key staff are scheduled accordingly. The project plan
should ensure that all aspects of the proposal are addressed and any requirement for ordering or scheduling
is placed and met. Acquire Customer endorsement of both the supplier in general and that the solution
met or exceeded the proposal. Repeat orders for incremental functionality/capacity are one indicator
of effective delivery across the business. Another is no (or few) complaints relating to inability to meet
customer’s stated requirements or the original proposal and additional orders are truly incremental.
Don’t forget to take notes!
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TIMELY PAYMENTS – To manage cash flow and Suppliers’ expectations.
Agree to payment terms and arrangements with, and signed-off by, the Customer. Match cash
flow with funds available to buy-in the IT solutions needed to deliver business objectives.
Questions to consider internally:
What is your payment record to your Suppliers?
How do you handle disputed invoices?
What approach do you take on payments to Suppliers when their
performance impacts on your ability to satisfy your Customer?
Recommendations:
Maintain the agreed upon contract Terms & Conditions. Be able to provide evidence that
supplier payment details are known and made regularly. Maintain evidence that the
supplier is satisfied with the business relationship. Have clearly set out T&Cs that form part
of any proposal and contract. Have a trigger for overdue invoices and follow up.
Don’t forget to take notes!
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SUB-CONTRACTOR SLAS – SLAs show that internal quality requirements are defined and met.
SLAs with partners and sub-contractors should be adequate to guarantee the longevity of supply. Ensure
that sub-contractors are providing the right skills for the business when needed and that partners are
providing the right support, training and technical equipment to enable work to be carried out effectively.
Questions to consider internally:
Do you follow a single- or multiple-sub-contractor policy?
How do you assess the performance of your sub-contractors?
What do you do when your sub-contractor fails to meet your expectations?
How do you keep the prices of your sub-contractors up-to-date?
What evidence can you show that your sub-contractors are satisfied with the relationship?
Recommendations:
Where SLAs are in place, assess actual Service Levels against these. Be able to answer if they are defined,
documented and achieved. Implement a vendor approval system to carry out checks to ensure quality.
Use reference sites. Ensure all personnel understand the service levels for sub-contractors and partners
and make sure these are met with key personnel taking corrective action where necessary. Build up a
level of trust working with a few contractors so that standard of work is understood. Measure contractor
in terms of quality of supply, staff, and communication – the whole customer experience. Understand
their strengths in project management and ability to liaison with business project managers.
Don’t forget to take notes!
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MANUFACTURER RELATIONSHIPS – Good use is made of the relationship opportunities
with manufacturers and Suppliers.
Working with a small number of regular Suppliers helps ensure a business keeps abreast of technological
advances and how they may impact on pricing and the ability to provide a good service to Customers.
Questions to consider internally:
How have you benefitted from your Supplier relationship?
What do they give you?
What do you give them?
Recommendations:
Maintain a consistent preferred-Suppliers program in which performance is being followed up effectively. Be
able to provide evidence that Suppliers proactively supply new product information and are kept up to date
with current project progress where necessary. Develop close working relationships with a small number
of manufacturers. Conduct regular meetings with them and make good use of their training facilities.
Don’t forget to take notes!
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TRAINING – Be able to show what training solutions you offer to your Customer
to ensure that they can use the application software effectively.
Undertake a proper Training Needs Analysis with the Customer. You want the Customer to operate
and manage the application software without unnecessary recourse to the Supplier.
Questions to consider internally:
How do you undertake a training needs analysis?
How is training delivered?
Who undertakes your training and what qualifications do they have?
How is training managed and developed?
What documentation is provided?
What follow-up services are provided after training?
Recommendations:
Document the training needs analysis with the Customer. Offer full training services, either directly or
via third parties, including user and systems administration training, via methods that suit Customer
needs. Training should be supported by FAQs and documentation such as work instructions and
processes. Review training effectiveness and customer readiness prior to final sign-off. Provide
Customers a named contact and designate a technician to monitor emails and have supports calls
redirected. For further improvement, utilize specific help desk/CRM software, to which Customers
have access. Consider a third party or the software author covering out-of-hours support.
Don’t forget to take notes!
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Category 3

Customer Relations
Repeat business from your Customers relies on developing
a trusted relationship and maintaining a value added
relationship. Managing your Customer base well is far more
cost-effective than continually driving new business.
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DEFINED SERVICE LEVEL AGREEMENTS – SLAs to the Customer are defined, documented and actioned.
Documentation of the level of service agreed to for a Customer. Consider scope, response times,
availability, on-site support, indemnification, liability, etc. CompTIA Premier Members have access
to a Service Level Agreement template via the Insights & Tools section of the Membership website.
For more information on what should be included within a SLA, please refer to this template.
Questions to consider internally:
How do you use SLAs?
Do you have a standard form or do you use the Customer’s format?
What do you do to ensure that you meet your SLA commitments?
What happens when there is a failure to meet your SLAs?
Recommendations:
Adequate proposals containing appropriate service level commitments and evidence of customer
satisfaction basic service levels are identified in the proposal and are monitored. These adequate levels
are able to be met with the resources available. For further improvement, allow for opportunities
for improvement or optimization in the customer satisfaction process. Well-structured proposals
contain appropriate service level commitments and evidence of customer satisfaction.
Don’t forget to take notes!
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CUSTOMER SATISFACTION – There is clear evidence of customer satisfaction
with the IT solutions provided.
Form evidence from a balanced view of spontaneous feedback and solicited research.
Questions to consider internally:
How do you record customer satisfaction in the period immediately after acceptance?
How do you follow-up after that?
What do you do to ensure that follow-up discussions have both purpose and value?
What percentage of your annual business comes from existing Customers (i.e. repeat business
or re-activated business from lapsed Customers) as opposed to business from new customers?
Recommendations:
Follow the process detailed within this standard to establish clear expectations, well-structured
proposals, and feedback mechanisms to gather evidence of customer satisfaction with basic
service levels. Don’t be afraid to ask Customers to provide satisfaction feedback.
Don’t forget to take notes!
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HELP DESK – The responses to incoming calls and solutions to the problems
raised are within the constraints of SLAs or their equivalent.
These may include: Number of calls to be processed in a day/week/month; or the type of
calls being matched with the expectations of business/product/service plans.
Questions to consider internally:
How do you monitor calls to the Help Desk?
What standard response times do you offer?
How do you monitor Help Desk performance?
How do you address the issue when performance is below the SLA?
Recommendations:
Have a reporting system with a built-in escalation process in order to measure against SLA and report to
required staff in order to ensure adherence to SLA. For further improvement, be able to provide evidence
of a documented and implemented system for the recording, collation, and analysis of reported issues,
with clear evidence that data has been reviewed & assessed against service level projections. Conduct
reviews that are constructive and requirements for improvements are actioned and carried through.
Don’t forget to take notes!
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ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT – Demonstrate how you build good relationships with
your Customers by going beyond the basics to deliver a strategic IT service.
The relationship with your Customer should be more strategic than just providing support. The
Customer should know they are in a strategic IT relationship and trusts that the relationship is
more than just one of implementation and support delivery. This will keep the Customer engaged,
informed and happy. They will also want to see that there is dedicated ownership of their project.
Having a formal approach to account management is a good way of achieving this.
Questions to consider internally:
What is your approach to account management?
How regularly do you communicate with Customers and in what manner?
What sort of things do you communicate with your Customers about?
What is your approach to building a Customer community?
How do you gather your Customers’ input towards your business and product strategy?
What system do you use for Customer Relationship Management (CRM)?
Recommendations:
Assign dedicated account managers/named contacts to each Customer. Have regular contact with the
Customer to both understand their evolving needs and communicate performance, information and
good practice. Ensure that the Customers are viewed as a community and are kept informed. Have an
approach for Customer Relation Management record keeping. For further improvement, prepare scheduled
account management contacts and regular meetings. To support this, account managers must be aware
of all issues. Review the Customer’s business plan and strategic IT goals during these meetings. The
process is proactive with Customer input to the company strategy. Consider a User Group or similar for
practical application. Utilize a CRM or similar system, with meeting and conversation records added.
Don’t forget to take notes!
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SUPPORT AND MAINTENANCE – Demonstrate that you have a successful protocol
in place to manage incidents efficiently and effectively with minimum impact. Be able
to show what agreements you have in place with third party Suppliers.
Where you supply a software solution, your Customer will be looking for ongoing
support, maintenance and service. When your Customer has a problem they will want
to be able to contact you and have their problems resolved quickly and effectively. This
means having a systematic approach to incident reporting and management.
Questions to consider internally:
When is your support service available?
Which methods can Customers use to contact you?
Do your Customers know who to contact for support?
What process and systems do you have in place for recording and tracking incidents?
What SLA process do you have in place for managing incident severity and response times?
How is the Customer kept up-to-date regarding incident progress and resolution?
What tools do you provide to support staff and Customers in diagnosing and resolving problems?
Who is responsible for managing support?
How far are policy and procedures documented?
What is your policy and approach regarding patches and version upgrades?
Recommendations:
Based on agreed needs, a direct support and maintenance agreement is provided to the Customer
for the application system/solution, with SLA terms. The Customer should be able to flexibly contact
the business (where available contacting a named engineer/account manager) by telephone, email,
support system access and web chat, dependent upon their preferences or needs. The Customer
should know who to contact and how for different reasons. Processes and staff resources are in
place to ensure that the incident report is registered, and where possible resolved, at the first time
and point of contact (within agreed business hours) by having suitably qualified staff available.
Consider making a knowledge base available. All reported incidents should be systematically recorded and
tracked, with the Customer ideally having access. Assign incident severity levels based upon the SLA. Provide
Customers an upgrade path, policy and process for the software/solution. If supplying third party application
software, ensure a support and assurance agreement is in place with the third party software author. Customers
should have a named contact and/or a designated technician to monitor emails and have supports calls
redirected. Assign someone responsible, such as senior engineer or help desk manager, for routinely monitoring
incidents and their status. Also consider a third party or the software author to cover out of hours support.
Don’t forget to take notes!
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Category 4

Business Management
This section focuses on the way in which you manage the business and
ensure that the business is able to deliver on the commitments it makes.
Whilst Operations is the key to meeting the Customer’s expectations,
they will only be able to do it if the business itself is well-managed.
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SKILLS DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM – Days per year and expenditure
match the business’ Training Needs Analysis (TNA).
Staff development plans are in place to make sure that staff keep up-to-date with a good
understanding of the hardware, software, legislation, etc. that is appropriate to their roles.
Questions to consider internally:
Are all staff, or just selected staff, part of the skills improvement program?
What does the program look like?
Is it re-prioritized during the year?
How do you assess the value it is contributing to the business?
As it relates to technical, personal, and business skills:
How do you define what skills are needed?
How do you record training, certification, formal education, informal education, etc.?
Do you have role models exemplifying the desired skills?
Recommendations:
Review personal development plans for all technical staff for effectiveness. Consider implementing
a formal and documented system for the identification of skill needs (in all aspects of the business)
to meet the business projections. Have a formal system of appraisal, review against business
plans, with a structured plan, budgets and commitment to staff development. Maintain evidence
that training, skill development and outcomes are assessed and improved as required.
Identify Critical Technical Skills. This is knowledge of the key competencies the business needs in terms
of technical skills. The optimum mix of generic- and product-specific skills needed is clearly identified.
Identify Critical Personal Skills. Staff communicating effectively with Customers. This is
essential as people buy from people they like and respect. They look for flexibility and
minimum risk and identify the business/people they believe will deliver it for them.
Identify Critical Business Skills. Understanding how to collaborate across functional
boundaries. It takes a while for people to get a full understanding of how IT may affect them
– particularly grasping any necessary IT jargon. Avoiding partial understandings.
Don’t forget to take notes!
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APPRAISAL SYSTEMS – Have a system of appraisal and performance for staff.
Staff understand their goals and how they will be measured. Time to set and review
objectives and reward achievements accordingly are embedded within the execution
of the business plan and they do not become a seemingly optional extra.
Questions to consider internally:
What is your staff appraisal process?
How regularly do you carry out appraisals?
What do your staff think about the appraisal system?
What evidence do you have that the system has made a real contribution to the business?
Recommendations:
Have a method to track basic improvements in performance and are recognized and
documented. For further improvement, personal development plans for all staff are
reviewed for effectiveness. The effectiveness of learning is measured through job targets,
standards of workmanship and the speed that a job can be completed in.
Personal goals could be items like:
• Gaining a broader knowledge of IT
• Improve optimization of installations
• Establish secure transfer of data from static product X to mobile product Y
• Implement an upgrade to customers still using an old version of the product
• Centralize virus checking, desktop system health checks and software audits
• Keep the business’ asset register up to date
• Develop prospects and resulting projects from engagement with customers’ IT
• Respond to security incidents and calls to the help desk within service level agreement (SLA) targets.
Don’t forget to take notes!
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MAINTAIN CONFIDENTIALITY – Information pertaining to the IT solution
is only made available to those with a need or right to know.
Information is only disseminated when required. Ask staff, where necessary, to sign a confidentiality
agreement. Show that the need to have a confidentiality agreement has been assessed for each project.
Ensures that customer and project information is kept confidential.
Questions to consider internally:
How do you ensure information is released on a need-to-know basis?
When it is released, how do you protect it?
What do you do when there is a potential exposure?
What do you do when there is a real exposure?
Recommendations:
Implement a Cybersecurity Program that takes into account aspects of IT security related to the
identification, protection, detection, response and recovery of incidents. Consider the CompTIA
Cybersecurity Standard, based on the NIST Cybersecurity Framework. Consider the various industry
and legal compliance regulations you and your Customers may be subject to.
A Cybersecurity Program can be made up of a series of plans and documentation, such as:
• Risk Assessment
• Incident Response Plan
• Business Continuity Plan
• Disaster Recovery Plan
• Hardware Inventory
• Network Diagram
• Service Provider List
• Data Classification Policy
• Regulatory Compliance
• Protection Communications
Don’t forget to take notes!
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USE CONFIDENTIALITY AGREEMENTS – Ensure everyone within the
business (staff, partners, contractors and sub-contractors) signs confidentiality
agreements to make non-disclosure responsibilities clear.
Guard the IP of the business and confidential information about Customers. This is particularly
important when the business has its own software or hardware products or services.
Questions to consider internally:
What confidentiality agreements do you use?
Are they used with all staff?
How do you reinforce them?
How do you ensure they stick after people leave?
Recommendations:
Staff contracts should include confidentiality agreements. Consider how this would extend beyond their
employment. Confidentiality agreements should also be in place with customers. Be able to show that the
need to have a confidentiality agreement has been assessed for each project and raised where necessary.
Don’t forget to take notes!
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HEALTH AND SAFETY – Legal requirements are met and employees are safeguarded.
Identifying and complying with all relevant Health and Safety legislation that is pertinent to
your business. Document this when required to fulfill any statutory requirements.
Questions to consider internally:
What is your Health and Safety policy?
How do you assess Healthy and Safety risks?
How do you handle incidents that arise?
What do you do to make staff aware of Health and Safety issues?
Recommendations:
Comply with all legal and industry-based health and safety regulations. For further
improvement, compliance should be paired with evidence of a culture that embraces
the health and safety of employees, partners, contractors, and customers.
Don’t forget to take notes!
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JOB DESCRIPTIONS – Recruit staff with well-thought out job specifications.
Projects may require certain skill sets. These can be transferred to job descriptions which
consequently aid decisions regarding the development of existing staff or external recruitment.
Questions to consider internally:
How many people do you typically recruit each year?
How do you plan your headcount?
How do you define what you are looking for?
How do you source job applicants?
Recommendations:
Formalized job descriptions in place that are reviewed annually. Clearly defined
and detailed job descriptions are split into essential and desirable skills. One way to
demonstrate job profiling is well executed is by pointing to minimal terminations.
Don’t forget to take notes!
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SCREEN APPLICANTS FOR SENSITIVE JOBS – Due diligence is ensured
when sending people to work in a Customer’s premises.
A Customer may have specialized security requirements. This may affect access by the
business’ own staff to parts of its own premises used for work pertaining to several
Customers. Remember to be responsive to relevant laws, regulations and ethics.
Questions to consider internally:
How do you go about screening the job applicants?
How do you assess which jobs are critical?
How do you screen applicants for critical jobs on a more selective basis?
How do you cover really sensitive jobs?
What do you do to comply with relevant laws, regulations, and ethics?
Recommendations:
Maintain information on file showing employee history. Establish evidence of decisions to
screen or not based on company policy. Employ staff relevant to business area - i.e. CRB issues,
will not employ if risk to customer. Ask for references and follow up prior to appointment.
Detail appropriate identity check/confirmation e.g. passport/driver’s license.
Don’t forget to take notes!
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ACTING ON CUSTOMER FEEDBACK – Ensure good communications and effective feedback.
An effective process is implemented where feedback is both responded to and acted upon.
Questions to consider internally:
How do you solicit input from your Customers?
Who receives that input and analyses it?
What do you do with positive and negative input?
How do you feed the resolution back into the business?
Recommendations:
Ensure staff are aware of their objectives as they relate to the SLA. Be able to show
evidence of an ongoing process of evaluating activities with documented support for major
tasks. Projects are reviewed and assessed and lessons learned is completed.
Follow processes set out in SLAs to log and promptly report to those
who are authorized to do something effective about them:
• Positive and negative feedback
• Opportunities and risks to the successful operations of the business
• Problems and successes with products and services
Don’t forget to take notes!
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TERMINATION PROCEDURE – When people leave the business, they shall return
equipment and have access rights withdrawn and transfer any knowledge.
To protect the physical and intellectual property of the business, as well as prevent
sabotage or theft. This may also be required if responsibilities change.
Questions to consider internally:
How do you handle termination issues?
What external guidance do you get on termination?
How do you ensure that your property is returned before they leave?
What do you do to minimize your exposure once they have left?
Do you remind them of their commitments on confidentiality when they leave?
Recommendations:
Have a formal disciplinary process in place in line with legal requirements. Notify employees as part of their
contract of employment as appropriate. Define and publish disciplinary processes in employee handbook.
Records of disciplinary actions should be recorded on personnel records. Keep an eye on performance and
other job requirements. Inventories of valuable equipment are kept; time is not wasted trying to retrieve it and
company data and information is protected and kept secure. Think about log-in sequences which should not
be shared but may have been for convenience. Think about laptops, mobile devices, flash drives or expensive
technical books bought with the business’ money. Think about Customers’ information as well as hardware.
Don’t forget to take notes!
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CASH MANAGEMENT - Adequate funds are maintained to support the business requirements.
Matching the requirements to purchase hardware and software components
with reserves, stage payments, credit facilities, etc.
Questions to consider internally:
What triggers invoice payments?
What is your average number of creditor days?
How do you handle disputes and incorrect billing?
Recommendations:
Implement a well-documented & efficient process that clearly identifies quality of invoicing. Be able to provide
evidence that invoicing details are prepared in a structured way to support the project activity without
additional resources being employed. Invoice should replicate PO. Have some form of electronic accounting
system. Have a formal record of the customer’s acceptance of cost. Have good discipline on projects to ensure
invoice is accurate and detailed sufficiently. Contract Terms & Conditions are agreed and maintained.
Don’t forget to take notes!
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COMPLIANCE TO STANDARDS – Be able to demonstrate a good track record of
compliance with legal obligations, IT standards and cultural sensitivity.
Policies on legislation relevant to activities have been documented, understood and enforced.
Compliance to laws and regulations that are relevant to the business will have been achieved.
Questions to consider internally:
What legal obligations do you feel you need to comply with?
What standards do you feel you need to comply with?
How do you assess compliance with both legal obligations and standards?
How do you deal with cultural sensitivity issues: between you and your Customers,
between you and your employees, between the business and the community?
Recommendations:
Specifically apply the Cybersecurity Program to industry and legal compliance regulations.
Maintain an auditable paper trail of compliance with privacy requirements. Refer to the
CompTIA Cybersecurity Standard, based on the NIST Cybersecurity Framework for more
details on the plans and documentation recommended for regulatory compliance.
Don’t forget to take notes!
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CONNECTED SYSTEMS – Be able to demonstrate how you integrate your
business processes and systems to benefit your Customers.
End-to-end automation enables you to work in a joined up manner,
reduce costs and improve Customer relationships.
Questions to consider internally:
How integrated are your operational processes?
What system or systems do you use to support your operations and how integrated are they?
To what extent are your processes documented?
How are your processes and procedures communicated to your staff?
How do you review and update your processes?
What access do your Customers have to your system(s)?
Recommendations:
An integrated set of processes and/or system should ideally be utilized or planned for the following:
• Help desk
• Resource/dispatch scheduling
• Service level management (including installed products and subscriptions)
• Job/project management
• Knowledge management
• Customer relationship management
You need to work in a joined-up manner to ensure that you work efficiently and effectively, while
also providing Customers with the best possible service and information. This means ensuring
that you have processes and systems that integrate key diagnostic, help desk, scheduling, service
management, customer management and financial activities. For example, is there a fully integrated
computer system with the same User Interface to prevent re-keying or manual integration?
Don’t forget to take notes!
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SOFTWARE AUTHOR RELATIONSHIP – Be able to show you maintain successful
third party software author relationships to benefit your Customers.
Where selling third party software tools, ensure you have complied with all your obligations and
responsibilities under the terms and spirit of any Reseller or Developer agreement with the software author.
Questions to consider internally:
Do you comply with all your obligations and responsibilities under the terms
and spirit of any Reseller or Developer agreement with the software author(s)?
How do you remain up-to-date with new developments and products?
What account management relationships are in place?
If providing open source solutions, how do you remain actively aware of issues and developments?
Recommendations:
When selling third party software tools, ensure you have a Reseller or Developer agreement with the
software author and that you comply with all obligations and responsibilities under the terms and
spirit of it. Attend User groups /annual conferences held by the software author and subscribe to all
relevant newsletters, publications, forum and knowledge bases. If providing open source tools, ensure
that you are actively aware of issues and developments. Consider having a dedicated account manager
at the Supplier. Ensure staff has received full product training and are qualified to sell, develop etc.
Don’t forget to take notes!
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Category 5

Business Direction
This section is all about your business planning process; but do not
worry – this is not an exercise in which we will be going through
your business plan line-by-line and nit-picking the detail. What
we are looking for is the way in which you establish your overall
business direction, set your targets and assess your progress in
achieving your plan. There is one other important area: how you
translate the plan down into meaningful goals for your staff.
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BUSINESS PLANNING AND CONTINUITY – Aspirations and objectives are planned and understood.
Maintain an up-to-date plan setting out clearly defined objectives with contingency
measures to minimize the effects of unexpected and unplanned disruptions.
Questions to consider internally:
What is your business planning horizon?
Who is involved in the plan?
What period is covered by the plan?
How does it link into your business operation?
Have you found it useful to have a plan?
Recommendations:
Document and maintain a plan that determines competency and headcount requirements. Consider an
exit strategy, if appropriate. For further improvement, maintain evidence of business plans and mission
statement being communicated to all. Individual objectives are monitored through appraisals.
Don’t forget to take notes!
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RE-USE – Be able to show how you identify and re-use common elements within your business to reduce risk.
Use proven steps, processes and templates helps to minimize the risk to projects. Wherever
possible, develop and use standard project plans or sections of plans, specification and
job control sheets that you know work. Where you have developed software components/
frameworks, seek to maintain libraries and re-use them where possible.
Questions to consider internally:
What is your approach to using standard documents, procedures, and templates?
To what extent do you maintain a configuration management system?
How is the availability of re-usable components communicated to staff?
What standards do you have in place for document formats?
What revision controls do you have in place?
How far are standard components managed and changed in
alignment to a project management methodology?
How do you file and store your standard documents, procedures, and templates?
Recommendations:
Maintain a configuration management system. Wherever possible, develop and use standard
project plans or sections of plans, specification and job control sheets that you know work. Ensure
all forms and templates are approved, communicated to, and used by all staff. Document revision
controls are in place. For further improvement, consider an electronic document management
system, knowledge base or intranet, etc. Produce any templates to corporate style guidelines.
Assign responsibility for managing and updating re-useable items and templates.
Consider re-use and agility as an approach that ensures you are able to adapt to change, implement new
technology when it is available and maintain your service level to Customers while implementing that change.
Don’t forget to take notes!
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AGILITY/RESILIENCE – Ensure the number of change requests does not exceed the need to innovate.
A business has a structured approach to recognizing and implementing the need to innovate. Be aware
of situations in which a major change would avoid a series of slower step changes. Fundamental
objectives are fixed with a degree of flexibility for the component objectives that comprise them.
Questions to consider internally:
How rapidly can you adapt to change?
How readily can you adapt your systems and your people?
When you implement change, how do you maintain the resilience aspects of your business?
What do you do about business continuity?
Recommendations:
If the business is receiving too many requests for change it may have failed to capture the Customer’s
requirements adequately. Monitor against the business plan and be aware of instances where Customers
are not carrying out their obligations. Have the commercial acumen and honesty to review whether a
venture is showing ROI. Be able to communicate to Customers the impact of requests when they are
beyond the standing objectives. For further improvement, be able to show evidence that business
planning is supported by professional advice, information and guidance on ROI issues. For major
technological investments, be able to show evidence that a clear business case has been produced.
Don’t forget to take notes!
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OPERATIONAL REVIEWS – To make sure that the business works effectively in its day-to-day activities.
Ensure that the business is following best practice to achieve its objectives. Staff know
what they are meant to be doing to contribute to the successful realization of the business
plan. Maintain useful records of what has been done and who it has been done for.
Questions to consider internally:
How do you carry out operational reviews?
What aspects of the business do you assess?
Who do you involve in the review process?
How do you capture the outcomes of the reviews?
How do you translate the outcomes of the review into individual objectives for staff?
Recommendations:
Utilize an established framework such as this CompTIA Channel Standard to review and adjust
operations. Implement a basic job management system that can be used by all those who
need to. An excellent project plan and execution supported by robust workflow and post
installation evidence of conformance is one example of Operational Reviews in action.
Don’t forget to take notes!
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MEASUREMENTS – To control what the business is doing and be aware of its performance.
Establish a scorecard of measures that are relevant to the business so
progress can be measured in terms of the business plan.
Questions to consider internally:
What key metrics/criteria do you review?
How do you assess whether there has been a significant change?
What variance analysis do you perform?
How do you record the metrics for the next review?
Recommendations:
Regularly collect basic data that is acted upon. Check profitability of jobs against
time, products, and resources. Ensure your work flow includes analysis of key
business metrics that monitor performance and identify critical hotspots.
Don’t forget to take notes!
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SELF-ASSESSMENT – To ensure good practice in IT.
Complement external assessments with regular internal assessments.
Questions to consider internally:
Do you have the time for management walkabouts?
How do you assess what is really going on?
When you spot something that you did not expect, how do you handle it?
Recommendations:
Leverage the CompTIA Channel Standards as a way to set a bar for review. Look at lessons learnt
from installations - either good or bad and apply these to future installations. Continually assess
the processes & practices against industry standards; act on areas for improvements. Annually
assess the processes & practices against industry standards; identify areas for improvements.
Don’t forget to take notes!
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